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X-HAIL



INSTRUCTOR
MEET YOUR

CHARLOTTE COLLINS
X-HAIL FOUNDER

"I'm a Mum, spirit-junkie, music lover and passionate advocate for
emotional and physical wellbeing through modern spiritual practice.

 
 I've helped women all across the UK start their own meditation

businesses and worked with big names like ITV, GOOGLE, The Real
Housewives of Cheshire, GOODHOUSEKEEPING and UNILEVER. 

 
I have created this challenge to help you start your journey to teaching
meditation right now, without having to change a thing about who you

are! -Guru status not required!
See you on the other side,

Charlotte x"
 



OUR PROMISE
TO YOU

We slow down. We BREATHE.
We don’t try to be different, we own

that we already are. 
We stand for accessible spirituality.

This is for EVERYONE. 
There will be no correct clothes.

There will be no correct position. 
There will be no right answers.

No glorified teachers. 
We whisper encouragement, love

and unconditional support in all that
we do. 

We teach you to trust yourself and
dare greatly but we know there is

nothing about YOU that needs
fixing. 

We know it’s not about perfection.
Let it be EASY

X-HAIL
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03

05
YOUR PRACTICE

You'll create a meditation practice plan that ensures you are one step ahead and
always able to support your clients with ease!

04

YOUR VISION
You'll get clarity on where you're at, what you need to do next AND create a soul-

aligned roadmap to success!
 

YOUR PROOF
You'll pull together a tool kit that will ensure that you really KNOW you are ready to

teach!
 

02
YOUR BELIEF

You'll start to dissolve the limiting beliefs that are capping your income and
preventing you from following that call to share spiritual practice!

 

YOUR TRANSFORMATION
You'll get clear on how you could help others right now even though you're no guru!

 

5 DAY CHALLENGE
X-HAIL'S



FEEDBACK FROM THE
LAST CHALLENGE

 

X-HAIL



KEY POINTS TO REMEMBER
Traditionally, the meditation student would find their teacher when they were

ready and be drawn to that teacher by their unique energy; experience;
language and analogy.

 
Honour that ancient wisdom in a modern world by acknowledging that who

you are right now is enough.
 

Own that you don't need to teach students EVERYTHING just that you walk
alongside them through a specific part of their journey.

 
Continued professional development and a commitment to growth ensures

that you grow as your students grow and that you're always one step ahead and
therefore able to help.

 
For transformation to occur in a student they need to believe that it is possible
for them. The fact that you are not too many steps ahead of them allows them

to see that it is possible for them too. 
 
 
 
 

YOUR TRANSFORMATION
X-HAIL DAY 4



Meditation is for EVERYONE but you are not everyone’s teacher! 
 

Use the boxes below to note down the areas in which you have had a personal
transformation thanks to your meditation practice. This experience was gifted

to you in order for you to be able to walk alongside others experiencing a
similar situation sharing simply the tools that helped YOU overcome

challenges.  

AREA 1.

AREA 3. 

AREA 2. 

YOUR NOTES
X-HAIL DAY 4


